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1940 - 50 Years Ago - 1990
The Last of Melbourne's Cable Trams
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55 Years of Service Comes to an End
Last Run - Spencer Street to Northcote - October 26 1940



,  editorial

our meeting on Sunday 9th December is the Annual General Meeting.

We are glad to be able to announce that the Swedish Embassy has arranged

for a copy of a video on Joe Hill to be available for showing at the

meeting.

This issue of the Recorder describes the history of the Cable Tram

in Melbourne. A cheap and efficient form of public transport, they

served Melbourne for nearly sixty years. For the gripman and conductor

it was a service with a discipline similar to that of the military.

There is a page from the work history of a grip man, William M Thomas

from November 1901 for several years. Also a memo to the Chairman by the

Manager describing the last day of the Cable Tram service.

Firstly however we have an outline of the history and operation of

the Cable Tram system written by Jack Hutson followed by John

Arrowsmith's experience as a passenger.

It gives a picture of a remarkable and effective form of public

transport. '
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THE MELBOURNE CABLE TRAMS 1885-1940 by JACK HOTSON

MEN OF PERCEPTION - F B CLAPP AND W C DUNCAN

The origin of the cable trams system was when in 1882 the Victorian

Parliament had before it the private Melbourne and Tramway and Omnibus

Company's bill. That was referred to a Select Committee to hear

submissions about the provisions of the Bill and report back to

Par1i ament.

A Francis Boardman Clapp was one of those who gave submissions. In

this he strongly advocated the introduction of a cable hauled tram system

which he had seen in 1877 operating successfully in San Francisco, (as it

still does today) .

F B Clapp had migrated to Melbourne from the USA in 1851 when 21

years old. He ran successful ventures in horse drawn vehicles, first in

the country and then in Melbourne. In 1869 he formed the Melbourne

Omnibus company to operate horse-drawn omnibuses, and by 1871 had 155 of

them operating on a number of routes. In 1877 the MOC was liquidated and

replaced by the Melbourne Tramway and Omnibus Company Ltd.

At first Clapp was interested in introducing tramways for his

horse-drawn omnibuses, but became convinced that a cable tram system was

the way to go. With that in mind he obtained the patent rights for such

a system, ceased ordering horse-drawn omnibuses, acquired properties on

routes suitable for cable trams, and invited a George William Duncan to

be the engineer for the MOTC.

The significance of the last was that G W Duncan had studied the

system in San Francisco, and in 1881 had built a cable tram system in his

home town of Dunedin in New Zealand.

Coming back to the Select committee, it presented a brief report to

Parliament in August 1883 but with no recommendations. In September,

Parliament passed the Melbourne Tramway and Omnibus company's Act. That
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gave horse-drawn trams the primary consideration, with a choice of cable

or mechanical power and the exclusion of steam power.

An unusual provision of the Act was its prescription of an 8-hour

day for all employees. That had been introduced in some private

industries, but that was the first time it was legislated.

The twelve municipalities covered by the Act formed a Tramways

Trust, which after conferring with F B Clapp and W G Duncan chose a

hauled cable tram system to be used on specified routes. The Trust was

to own the system, raise the finance, construct the tram track, and build

and equip the engine houses and tram depots. The MTOC was to lease the

system from the Trust until June 1916, and was to operate and maintain

the system during that period. The Trust floated a large preliminary

loan of £500,000, but eventually the system cost £1,705,794.

The Tramways Trust employed G W Duncan as its engineer, and he was

able to solve the difficult problems of moving the trams around curves,

passing tracks at crossroads, and many other problems, as well as

overseeing the construction. That was an engineering achievement for the

time, as it was a complicated project which required a large workforce

and large quantities of material to be managed efficiently.

CONSTRUCTION OF LINES

Construction of the first route began in October 1864, with most

work done by hand as there was no power driven machinery available at the

time. For example, the large amount of concrete required had all to be

mixed by hand. The only assistance was horses to move material.

The first job was to dig two parallel trenches 13 feet wide by 4

feet deep along the 3.6 miles of the first route by pick and shovel.

Then a 'U' shaped concrete tunnel was built in the trenches with inside

measurements of 2 feet 9 inches wide by 3 feet 6 inches deep, just big

enough for a man to crawl through.
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Steel yokes of a horseshoe shape were set in the concrete every 3

feet, which had two slot rails bolted on top to provide the open slot for

cable grip. At every 33 feet the yokes carried vertically mounted 9 inch

diameter pulleys to carry the cable.

Then the two trenches were back filled and covered by a slab of

concrete 17 feet wide, and on each were fixed the two steel tram tracks

on which ran the cable trams. The tracks were at a gauge of 4 feet 8.5

inches and kept in alignment with the slot rails by tie rods. A level

road surface was then made by filling in with red gum wood blocks.

Access to the cable tunnel for inspection and maintenance was

provided by manholes every 33 feet, which were covered by flat steel

doors. White marble strips 4 inches wide were sunk in the road surface

to provide a code of signals for the gripman to act at certain places.

Masonry pits 30 feet wide and 40 feet long were built to house the

12 feet diameter sheaves which guided the cable around curves. Small

pits were built at the tram depot and terminus to enable the gripman to

leave or engage the cable.

All that great amount of work had to be done on the 16 routes of the

system which eventually had a combined total of 44.16 miles.

For the whole system 16 depots were built to house the trams, each

of which had a turntable, traverse and inspection pits. Minor

i and running repairs were done at the depots, but major work

was done at the central workshop. Trams were manhandled in and out of

the depots.

INSTALLATION OF ENGINES

For the whole system 12 engine houses were built and equipped with

the machinery to haul the cable. Installing it was quite a job as much

of it was heavy. For example, the steam engine flywheel was 22 feet in

diameter and weighed 20 tons; herringbone gears were 12 feet in diameter
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and weighed 7.5 tons; the cable hauling wheels were 122 feet in diameter

and weighed 5.5 tons.

The two steam engines installed were also heavy as they had

cylinders two feet in diameter with a four feet stroke. A boiler was

installed to provide the steam.

A  large adjustable automatic cable tensioning device was installed

which had a six tone counterweight. The device was required to take up

the slight temporary slack in the cable caused by the traffic flow of the

trams, and the permanent increasing slack caused by the permanent

stretching of the cable.

A central workshop was built and equipped to produce the open

dummies and the enclosed trailer cars which were modelled on the American

ones. The trailer cars were a fine example of wooden construction which

showed the skill of their builders. The workshop also did the major

repair and maintenance required.

The unusual name of 'dummy' for the haulage car had its origin in

the USA in the early days of steam trams when the locomotive was

disguised as a horse-drawn tram so as not to frighten the horses drawing

other vehicles.

The engine house workers were responsible for the running of the

cable haulage machinery, operating the steam boiler, lubricating the

cable, adjusting the tensioning device, and repairing the cable. They

also ran the cable during the night to inspect it for defects and repair

them.

The steel wire cables were first imported from England, and then

from the USA. They were just over one inch in diameter and consisted of

six strands of seven wires each woven around a hempen core. They varied

in length according to the route, the longest being six miles to make a

three mile loop which weighed 15 tons.
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Getting a cable from the ship to the engine house in which it was to

be installed was quite a job, for it had to be passed by hand from the

ship and coiled on a number of flat topped drays each drawn by two

horses. The longest cable required twelve such drays which had to move

in line together.

On arrival at the engine house the new cable was coiled on a large

wooden reel. One end was then fastened to the cable grip of a dummy car,

which was pulled by 10 horses along the tunnel over the cable pulleys.

Men were stationed along the route with signal flags to report its

progress. On the inward haul the number of horses were increased to 16

because of the increased weight, and if there was a hill on the route the

horses would be increased to as many as 25. When the hauling in of the

new cable was completed it was joined by a 70 foot splice to make the

loop.

When a new cable replaced a worn one, the latter was cut and the end

spliced to the end of the new one. Then the worn one was withdrawn

dragging in the new cable, and the worn one wound on the big leel. When

the end of the new cable appeared its two ends were spliced together to

make the loop.

A high standard of maintenance and repair of the cable was obviously

necessary if the system was to operate with the minimum of stoppages.

That work was done by a cable gang based on the engine house. They had

to patrol the track to inspect and oil the sheaves and pulleys; to clear

the tunnel of assorted debris which fell through the open grip guide

slot; to maintain the slot at the specified seven-eights of an inch; to

smooth the welded joints of the tram tracks; and to repair the cable in

case of stoppages.

The main problem in the running of the cable was the breaking of one

or more strands which would then protrude and jam the system somewhere.

In the engine house a protruding wire would trip a warning bell. If the
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protrusion was only minor its position would be noted and then repaired

during the night. If it was a major one the cable would be stopped and

repaired immediately.

The gripmen were able to report any damage or likely damage to the

engine house by means of alarm boxes situated along the track, so the

cable gang could be sent to deal with it.

If the cable jammed in the tunnel or in a cable grip it was repaired

by the cab'le gang. That had to be done as quickly as possible,

regardless of the weather, because all the trams on the cable would be

stopped.

SUCCESS OF TRAMS

The first cable tram route was opened in 1885 and the last one in

1891, by which time there were 16 routes varying in length from 1.95

miles to 4.95 miles with a combined length of 44.16 miles. In the first

year the system carried 11 million passengers, in 1891, 48 million and in

1917, 76 million.

The trams carried 42 seated passengers and standing ones to

capacity. They gave a frequent service from 5.30am to 11.30pm for seven

days a week. The speed of the trams started at 8 miles an hour, but by

1894 had increased to 12.5mph and stayed at that.

By the turn of the century a network of electric trams was operating

beyond the network of the cable trams as the former were cheaper to

install and run. A Royal Commission in 1911 recommended that all

metropolitan tramways, cable and electric, municipal and private, should

be vested iYi a Municipal Tramways Trust, and that cable tramways should

be converted to electricity, route by route.

The MOTC lease had expired in 1916, and in 1919 the Melbourne and

Metropolitan' Tramsways Board Act was passed. The Board drew up a

programme for the extension of electric tram lines, and the conversion of

the cable tram lines. The closure of the routes began in 1924, with the
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total closure spread over 15 years. The last cable tram ran down Collins

Street at 9.45pm on 26 October 1940.

DEMOLITION OF CABLE TRAM LINES

The demolition of the cable tram lines was a major job as they had

been solidly built to last. When the demolition started, the work was

advertised and an estimated 3,000 men turned up to apply for the 80 jobs

avallable.

The only survivor of the system was Cable Tram No.1 which was

restored to its initial splendour and displayed outside the Science

Museum. Unfortunately the Tramways Board did not have the imagination to

preserve for posterity one of the engine houses with its machinery.

According to accounts at the time an engine house was an impressive sight

with its ponderous slow-moving machinery, all the iron work painted with

green enamel, and all the brasswork highly polished.

Today that would be a real tourist attraction, and be a fine example

of 19th century engineering in going order. A suitable engine house for

that purpose would be the one at the corner of Nicholson and Gertrude

Streets opposite the Exhibition Building. At present it is used by The

Met for administration and training, but there has been ominous talk of

demolishing it. Another big question is whether any of the machinery is

still in existence.

F B Clapp claimed that the work of the gripman and conductor was

easy and so entitled only to unskilled wages. But the description of

their work available clearly shows that his assessment of that did not do

justice to the actual work involved.

The gripman had to exercise skill, concentration and judgement to

operate the grip efficiently. He had to respond promptly to the code

signals given by the marble strips set in the roadway which indicated

when he had to release and engage the grip at certain places. Rough

operation of the grip could jolt the passengers and unduly wear the
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cable. The gripman had to be able to stop the tram quickly in an

emergency,, and call out "mind the curve" to the passengers for their

safety.

The conductor had to handle the ticket sales and collect the fares,

see to the needs of the passengers, operate the trailer car brakes to

supplement those of the dummy on a steep hill, and work as a team with

the gripman to ensure the smooth operation of the tram.

REMINISCENCES OF A CABLE TRAM PASSENGER by JOHN ARROWSMITH

I was born in 1913 in the front room of a house about 200 yards from

the terminus of the second cable line opened on October 2, 1886.

It ran from Spencer Street along Col 1ins-Gisborne-Brunswick Streets

and St Georges Road terminating at Barkly Street, North Fitzroy.

MAKING WAY FOR THE COLLINS STREET LINE

As a young boy I learned that the fountain in the Exhibition Gardens

had to be moved from the centre of the intersection of Collins and

Swanston Streets to make way for the trams. Likewise the Burke and Wills

monument, now in the City Square, had to be moved from the centre of

Collins and Russell Streets. My first memory of a ride on a tram was

indeed a memorable one.

I can still feel my mother's arm round me as I sat on the front of

the dummy going into town on the night of November 11, 1918 to join the

celebration of the end of World War One.

Twenty seven years later I was again in the centre of the city as

compere of a street party celebrating Victory Pacific Day August 16,

1945.

The last cable car (with about 200 passenger) ran to the corner of

our street on the night of June 7, 1930.

A real thrill for me in the 20's was to sit on the front of the

dummy on a hot day and go to the beach at South Melbourne. I think it
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cost two pence to go the town and then the same fare from town to the

beach - our tram covered the entire route. I was fascinated by the work

of both gripman and conductor.

•MIND THE CURVE'

I  really had no idea of how the system worked but I watched the

gripman operate the levers - the grip mechanism under the road - and the

brakes with interest.

I never thought to ask what it was all about when at each corner he

would push one lever forward - ring the bell twice and call out "Mind the

curve" - then round the corner I would notice a distinct rattle of the

lever and he would pull it back and the tram would gain momentum.

Later of course I learned that he had "thrown" the cable out of the

grip mechanism and once round the corner the cable - by a system of

pulleys - would once more move into position to enable the grip to be

closed thus ensuring the tram proceeded on it way.

THE CONDUCTOR AND THE BELL PUNCH

The original ticketing system conductors operated began to be phased

out when I was about 8 years old but I still remember the bell punch

system.

The conductors had different coloured strips attached to their

uniform by large safety pins - representing different fares - adults,

children - working mens' tickets etc.

As a passenger paid, the conductor clipped the appropriate strip

with a punch which rang a bell indicating to the passenger that his fare

had been recorded.

Much later in life - and long after the issuing of individual

tickets to each passenger had become standard practice - I came to

realise what an ingenious piece of mechanism the bell punch was. I would

imagine they would be a much valued collectors item today.
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NO TRUST HERE

As each clip was made a small piece of the strip fell into a

cylinder which was part of the punch. Each punch had a lock and only a

group of female employees knew the combination of numbers to open them.

They counted the pieces - called 'confetti' - to see that they

corresponded to the amount of money paid in by each conductor.

The bosses were obviously distrustful of their employees.

When the bell punches were no longer needed they were given to the

Childrens' Hospital but were speedily withdrawn. The reason? The ringing

of the bells by the young patients became too much!!

HOPPING OFF AND ON

Another aspect of the role of the conductors had me wide-eyed as a

youngster. It was relatively easy for them to move from the car to the

dummy to collect fares but many of them became skilled in hopping off the

dummy - holding their balance even with their back to the direction of

the team - and hopping back on the rear end of the car.

The first line - Richmond to Spencer Street - cars ran at about 8

mile per hour. Later speeds of up to 12-13 miles per hour were achieved

by putting bigger wheels in the engine houses so it was no easy feat to

hop off and on.

In his book 'The Melbourne Cable Trams 1885-1940' Jack Cranston

published a photograph of 'Killarney Kate' - real name Ellen Cahill - a

well known figure who sang Irish songs on the trams - she never paid her

fare.

I  saw her only once - on the Bourke Street line I think - I was

stunned even frightened she looked so terrible to me. Of course in those

days I was very unsure of myself and would not have thought about the

social conditions that give rise to difficult lives for some people.
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games we played . •

The cable cars did not run on Sunday mornings but the cable was left

running at slower speed so that the engine house staff could undertake

any repairs detected.

This was our big change to play 'cable chasing'. To play this game

one needed a flat tin. My mother always had two products on hand - both

in suitable sized tins.

One was an all-purpose ointment called 'Zambuk', the other - some

sort of 'Pomade' - which she rubbed into our hair after a bath to combat

'nits' that were common among school children in my time.

I used to punch a hole in the tin with a nail and pass a piece of

string, about 3 inches long through it. We then tied a nail or made a

large knot so that the string would remain attached to the tin. On the

other end we would tie a piece of rag and drop it through the slot. This

of course was in the centre of the tracks - just under on one in width.

We then waited hoping that the rag would catch onto a 'sprig' of the

cable. When that happened the tin took off and we children chasing after it,

A GREAT SUCCESS STORY

For the North Fitzroy line opening the company prepared 25 teams.

By the end of the month a further 15 were running on the line (on some

routes there was a tram every 2 minutes). On Melbourne Cup day 1886, 462

round trip were made, but the most amazing figure is the number of

passengers cari'ied on the system as a whole.
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MOMENTS IN THE WORKING LIFE OF WILLIAM MICHAEL THOMAS

(From the official Tramway Company Records)

To give a picture of the conditions of gripman a page of the file of

William Thomas has been copied and included here. In 1898 the Premier

Sir George Turner appointed a Royal Commission to enquire into the

tramway employees' grievances. The employees were aggrieved at the long

hours without special rates for overtime. The company secretary gave the

average working hours as fifty-eight hours fifty minutes a week, with one

day off a fortnight either a Sunday or Friday. The average wage of

gripmen was £1.8.10d per week while conductors earned £1.7.10 1/2d. The

following record shows the type of supervision and type of penalty

imposed:

Thomas William M Gripman North Melbourne Passed 15.3.01
Miner Refs: Const. Greggan, Russell St. Barracks

981 On Extra list HQ.

18 11 01 To North Melb as Extra

11 1 02 When running out tram, neglected to close hatches, causing
damage to cowcatcher charged 5/-

12 1 02 Dies of grip were found marked & 2 pp broken, evidently having
struck checkbar at Lonsdale & Spencer St curve on up, the same
being marked, no report or signal was sent. Admits having a
slight difficulty at this point through pawl catching in safety
notch, but says he threw rope before reaching checkbar. Cautd.
by Mr Dewham.

16 2 02 1 1/2 min ahead time at Viet St Jctn on up & 1/2 min ahead on
return. Cautd. serverely

18 4 02 2 mins late at Viet St Jctn on up. Cautd

24 4 02 Cautd & instructed by Insp Hanks against rough starting, which
was cause of Dy jumping track at E.Ho on way up, breaking
protection piece

20 12 02 2 mins ahead at Viet St. Jctn on down Cautd.

12 8 03 By Spotter, gossiped with Cond from Stanley to Lonsdale St up
W.M. Cautd.

23 11 03 Had collision with Phaeton (man in Hos) Not to blame

2  1 04 By Spotter, Ran down Queensberry St grade at too great a speed.

Cautd.
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18 1 04 Had collision with Cyclist, Not to blame

5  2 04 By Sig Fitzgerald, Coupling chain off Cautd.

30 3 04 By Insp Hanks for failing to warn at curves or calling end of
Section, Severely Cautd.

1  5 04 to 2nd. Class

28 5 04 2 1/2 mins ahead arriving W.M. Terminus (last trip) Severley
cautd.

15 6 04 When starting at E.Ho. curve front wheels of Dy left rails, no
damage. Not spoken

9  9 04 By Spotter, gossiped with Cond from Delbridge to Reilly St.
Cautd.

29 10 04 By Insp Hanks for carelessly missing a man carrying a bag
standing alongside track Cautd. by Mr Clapp

16 12 04 By Spotter, No warning at curves. Cautd.

3  3 05 By Staff. No warning at curves & neglects to look back before
starting when Cond is forward. Cautd.

6  8 05 When running in neglected to remove Headlamp which got damaged
when turning Dy around. Chgd. 1/4

12 10 05 By Sig Ellison, Coupling chain off Cautd.

19 10 05 Had collision with Van, Not to blame

26 1 06 Cautd. by Insp Hanks for failing to look to the rear
"immediately" before starting at points where Cond is forward
(he would look back as Cond started to go forward)

7 2 06 By Insp Hanks for neglecting to dust Dy seats at City terminus
which were white with dust, this not being 1st occasion of
speaking to re same. Cautd.

1  3 06 Said he was going to Queensland Ref given
Resigned 1.3.06

12 10 06 On again on H.O. list waited

16 10 07 To North Fitzroy as Extra

27 2 08 By Staff,gossiping & laughing loudly with Cond from Johnston to
Gertrude St. Cautd.

5  4 08 By Sig Coveney Coupling chain off. Cautd.,

22 4 08 By Staff, gossiping with Cond from Georges to Spring St. failed
to call trsfr points etc & started before Cond was properly
ford, at Gertrude St or had given signal. Cautd.

A MEMO FROM THE MANAGER
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A MEMO FROM THE MANAGER

Memo to Chairman: 31st October , 1940

As the Bourke Street rope had shown signs of wear and one strand had

taken place, it was decided not to run any further risk by continuing the

cable services indefinitely and arrangements were made to convert the

Northcote and Nicholson Street lines to bus operation as from Sunday,

27th October.

To avoid the damage and rioting that took place when the South

Melbourne line was converted to electric traction, the change-over was

made on Saturday night, the 26th instant. The 8.22pm tram from the City

was run in when it reached the Clifton Hill Depot and each tram taking up

the running as each tram arrived.

A similar procedure was adopted at Nicholson Street and the last

tram ran in at approximately 9.45pm, the whole change being carried out

and buses running smoothly in operation by 10.00pm.

Everything went satisfactorily and there was no damage excepting one

or two bell straps and bells which were stolen from some of the cars.

The police gave every assistance, and although there were large

crowds round both Depots when the last cars were run in, no trouble

occurred.

The operation of the service in Bourke Street has proved very

popular, and although it is difficult to estimate exactly the revenue,

due to the re-routing, the approximate figures show an increase on Sunday

of £109, on Monday of£137; on Tuesday of£117, and on Wednesday £159.

The double-deck buses have proved to be very popular and there has

been a great deal of pleasure riding on them, many passengers travelling

to the terminus and then riding back for the novelty of the journey. It

is therefore doubtful if the increased revenue will be maintained on the

high level shown for these four days.
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However, it is anticipated that a considerable amount of revenue

which was lost to the railways in the last two or three years from the

cable trams, will be regained with the introduction of the buses.

The public opinion seems to be that the buses are very satisfactory

and up-to-date. There has been no difficulty experienced in connection

with top-deck passengers on the double-deck buses, and no marked delays

in loading or unloading same, although single-deck buses on the Nicholson

Street route naturally unload at a much quicker rate, and are apt to run

closely behind the Northcote double-deck buses thus tending to make the

headways irregular, but steps have been taken to correct this by using a

Starter at the Spencer Street - Bourke Street terminus. MANAGER.
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In 1888 Princes Bridge was rebuilt. It is a tribute to
the authorities of the day that it copes quite well with
the traffic loads of 1990.


